GENERAL RANGE RULES
1. Parking is allowed in designated parking areas. Please keep the drives open.
2. Trash removal costs money. If you bring it…please take it with you when you leave.
DO NOT throw ammunition into trash cans on site.
3. BORCC runs only “COLD RANGES”. All uncased firearms carried to and from the ranges
must be empty of ammunition and have their actions open.
4. No handling of firearms except in a safe area or on the firing line, after it has been determined to
be clear and safe to fire.
5. Firing will be conducted from the firing line only, and at prescribed targets held on approved
holding apparatus, no shooting at anything on the ground!!
6. The muzzle of any firearm must never be pointed toward anyone at any time. Keep the muzzle
pointed down range.
7. Shooter and spectators must wear eye and ear protection at all times while on the range.
8. Horseplay or any improper use of a firearm is not permitted.
9. Members are responsible for their guests.
10. SAFETY is everyone responsibility. Anyone who believes that an unsafe condition exists, at any
time, must call cease-fire immediately and see that steps are taken to remedy the condition.
11. It is the right of every member to insist on the proper observance of all safety rules at all times,
12. The rifle range is for targets at 100 and 200 yards only. All shorter ranges will be shot at Bay 6.
13. Firing shall cease at dusk or 8:30 P.M.; No firing will be permitted before 9:00 A.M.
14. If all ranges are being used and others are waiting, a 60 minute limit per range will be observed.
15. Angle firing is prohibited; shooting will be from the fixed firing line to a fixed target.
16. Alcohol is not permitted at the Range.

PISTOL BAY SAFETY RULES
1. Targets must be attached to a target stand and insure the bullet passes through the target and into
the backstop. Do not shoot at objects that are placed on the ground.
2. Any hand gun is allowed on bays 1 through 8.
3. NOTE: Bay 6 may also be used for short range rifle shooting, sighting in, tactical shotguns and
other firearms.

200 YARD RIFLE RANGE SAFETY RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

This range is for 100 and 200 yard shooting only, except by board approval.
Use benches designated for respective distances only.
Steel targets are not allowed on the Rifle Range, except by board approval.
Shooting at the ground or objects on the ground is prohibited.
Cross lane or diagonal shooting is prohibited.
Any safe rifle, shotgun with slugs and/or rifled barrel, muzzle loader handgun is permitted.
It is the shooters responsibility to ensure the rounds are striking the backstop.
8. Short range rifle or shotgun is permitted in bay 6; it’s a 50 yard bay.

OUTDOOR ARCHERY RANGE SAFETY RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.

All shooting is to be into bales and or safety backstops.
Do not shoot at anything else.
Do not knock an arrow until ready to shoot.
Shoot field tips only at bales, no broad-heads.
5. Please use care when stepping into and off the platforms.

TRAP RANGE RULES
1. The area to the West of bay 8 is the trap range. There is a trap thrower and a 4x4 post for
mounting a trap thrower; it’s about 20 yards in on the North side. This is the only area for trap
shooting.
2. Clay targets are the only targets for use in this area.
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